DT Note - Legislature can increase the
taxes by simple majority. Thus, no tax limitation.

DT Note - the Legislature also decides how to use/appropriate
the funds, and no detail is provided how that would be done.

DT Note - comprehensive health care coverage is
not described or defined. What kind of a "right"?
DT Note - it is impossible to
know this as there is no detail.

DT Note - federal Medi-Cal and Medicare monies will also
go into this system. Is that legal? What if someone doesn't want
her/his Medi-Cal or Medicare to no longer be available for her/him?

DT Note - the term resident is not defined - how is "resident" determined?
Might provide undefined, unlimited "health care" to anyone who is in California.

DT Note - "reserves" are not defined
and also are not limited in amount.

DT Note - "privilege of doing business" suggests "you're lucky to do business
in California. I prefer more of a collaborative approach. The tax will be passed on.

DT Note - (1) + (2) = 3.55%? Will businesses and consumers
fall in line? What do California's 236 Agencies say about the impact?

DT Note - plus 1% more? See also (C) below.

DT Note - the 1% at B above is paid for by the employee through withholding deductions.

DT Note - plus an additional income tax to be paid by each taxpayer
who has taxable income of $149,509 or more. As if the resident
were a resident of California for the entire year - is this legal? What
is the impact of this on businesses and people staying in or coming to
or starting in California? How were these rates and the other above
rates determined - there is no discussion about coverage or amounts
needed to pay for this system. But see Section 1.(a)(3)(B) and Section 1
(b) below - the amounts are automatically adjusted upward for inflation
based on the California Consumer Price Index, and in any event the tax
amounts can simply be increased by the Legislature by a majority vote also, is this legal? Again, what is the anticipated impact upon businesses
and people, and it would be helpful to see analysis by California agencies,
departments, and commissions including those that promote business.

DT Note - taxes to be adjusted up based on California Consumer Price Index.

DT Note - why, what does this mean, and what's the result?

DT Note - to fund not only the undefined and lacking in detail health care
coverage and system, but also the unspecified "necessary" reserves and increase the taxes by a simply majority vote of the Legislature.

DT Note - the Legislature appropriates/may appropriate the funds - totally vague and
lacking in detail.

DT Note - other unspecified and
lacking in detail legislation must
also be passed - provide that detail first.

